
   
 

   
 

 
 
 

 
HOME LEARNING 

 
 
Subject:  IMEDIA - YR11-R084-Story Telling with a Comic Strip                              
   Time: 1 Hour 
 
Learning Objective: To be able to identify the Strengths and Weaknesses of a variety of Comic strip 
making software. 
 
Set 1 Task: Open a PowerPoint or Publisher document with the title ‘Comic strip making Software’. Use 
Cool text titles to make your work stand out. This is the same Cool text we use in class. Link here: 
https://cooltext.com/  
 
Then using a Google search, find the information on comic strip making software. Examples of some comic strip 
software applications you can use are: 
 

• Comic Life 

• Strip Designer 

• Pixton 

 
In your work please include screenshot images of the comic strip software being used. Then from the 
information you have found, in your Own words write-down in your document, what you think the strengths 
and weaknesses are for each type of comic strip design software.  
 
For example, Comic Life offers a range and variety of effects and comic strip frames. Whereas Strip Designer 
only offers standard simple effects and frames. However, Strip designer is more accessible as you can use it as a 
mobile phone app and create stories and comics, which you can share with your family and friends. Comic Life is 
not as accessible as Strip Designer because you can only use it on desktops and laptops. 

 
Set 2 Task: 
To round off this work. For your R084 assignment you will be creating a multipage comic strip using 
Comic Life software. Therefore, from the research you have done. In your document write down in   
your own words, why using Comic life software is the right choice for creating your multipage comic 
strip. 
 
Save your work: 
Save your work as ‘R084-Comic Strip Software’. Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson 
you are doing and the date. For example: T.Smith ICT 8 April 
 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work 
to: cparmar@glebe.bromley.sch.uk 
 
Thank you 
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